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1. Introduction

*Safe Haven* (2010) is a novel written by Nicholas Sparks. It is a story about a woman who suffers from traumatic experience due to her abusive husband. She manages to escape to a safe place and find happiness in that place. The woman wants to start a new life even though the shadow of the past will always haunt her.

The main goal of this book is to find a true happiness. The author creates the main character as a strong person. It is something good to give a good impact to the readers. The book gives the readers strength and motivation in their life because same problem as the main characters may happen in real life. The book tells that people will find a way in solving their problem.

The writer chooses this novel because it is one of American best-selling novels and it has a lot of good lessons that can be taken. The readers may feel the struggle of the main character when this life gets problem through *Safe Haven*. The purpose of reviewing Safe Haven is to review both the strengths and weaknesses of the novel.

Nicholas Charles Sparks was born on December 31, 1965, in Omaha, Nebraska, United States. Sparks is a novelist, screenwriter and producer. In 1974 his family finally settled in Fair Oaks in Carolina where he graduated in 1984 as valedictorian from Bella Vista High School then enrolling at the University of Notre Dame with majored in business finance. Sparks got married on July 22, 1989 with Cathy Cote and moved to New Bern, North Carolina and has five children’s ([http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Nicholas_Sparks](http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Nicholas_Sparks)).
In 1985 when he was still in school Sparks ever wrote a novel entitled *The Post* and wrote another one in 1989 entitled *The Royal Murders*, but both of these novels were unpublished. Spark tried his luck in publishing, law school, real estate and even waiting tables. In 1990, Sparks co-wrote a novel entitled *A Lakota Journey to Happiness* and *Self-Understanding* with Billy Mills. Sales for this book approximated 50,000 copies in its first year after release. In October 1996 ‘*The Notebook*’ novel published and made the New York Times best-seller list in its first week of release. Following his several successful of his works, the novel became the international bestsellers. There were nine novels that had been adapted into films including *Safe Haven* (2013).


2. Summary of the Book

Katie, the main character of this novel lives in a cottage in Southport. She is twenty-seven years old, and has long blond hair. She has a neighbor called Jo, a mid-thirty woman with long, unruly brown hair who always wears sunglasses. Living in Southport, Katie tries to keep her past from the people around her. Alex Wheatley, the owner of an old-fashioned country store, where Katie usually buys
some groceries in there, is a widower with two children, Josh and Kristen. He is a
criminal investigator in the Army, so he can notice things that other people do not.
He knows Katie does not want to talk too much with him, but she builds good
friendship with his daughter, Kristen. Alex has employees, named Joyce and
Roger. Joyce is the only one he trusts to stay with the kids when he has to go out
of the town.

Katie and Alex are getting closer. One day Katie is surprised because Alex
gives her a bicycle. It is his wife’s bicycle actually. She tells him that she does not
want anything from him. Alex says that he does not want to remember about his
late wife. He gives that bicycle to Katie because he wants someone to take care
and use that bicycle. That day, he has a plan to go to the beach with the kids.
Then, Kristen asks Katie to come and Katie agrees to join them. Then Alex comes
with his jeep to pick her up soon after she parks her bike at her cottage. On the
ride she thinks about Alex’s loneliness matches her own loneliness. As the kids
are playing at the beach, Alex starts telling about how he met his wife. The next
day when Alex is cooking with Katie, he tells her about growing up in Spokane
and how his in-laws starts the business. From his stories Katie realized that he is a
good man and father who is different from man she ever meet before.

Katie also knows that Alex is a detective in the Army from his story when
they go together watching kids playing the kites. He notices Katie is surprised and
he is wondering what is going on with her past. Although Alex knows that Katie
does not want to talk about it. She asks him about how his wife died, he says his
wife died because of brain tumor. Katie tells him that her parents died in a car
accident when she was nineteen. Katie thinks that day is a happy moment she ever has. After at the beach, Katie and Alex are so busy with works so they cannot meet each other. However Alex thinks that he really wants to know more about her. He hopes Katie tell him the truth of her past. After several moments that they spend together, Katie starts to realize that she is interested with Alex and she is thinking that Alex is a man that she can trust.

Then because of his curiousity Alex is trying to asks about Katie’s past and guessing that she has a problematic marriage and her husband is hunting her. Katie admits that is true. Alex says no matter what has happened to her he will still love her. Then from that point Katie fully trust him and she starts telling him about her husband’s behavior. As Alex stays to listen Katie’s stories about her abusive husband, Alex supports her that she has done right thing by leaving Kevin. Katie tells him that her father is also a drunker but he is not violent. Katie also tells him that she cannot call the police because Kevin is a detective in Boston Police Department. She also admits that her real name is Erin. She changes her identity, such as she is cutting her hair and colors it. At that moment Kevin Tierney, Katie’s husband, is at a Memorial Day barbecue at his captain’s house, Bill Robinson. Kevin’s lying to Bill, saying that Erin’s back again to New Hampshire, Manchester to help her friend who has a cancer. Kevin is tired about people asking about Erin. His friends, Coffey and Ramirez, are talking that Kevin’s marriage has problem. Since Katie left him, his life and their house are messed up. Then Kevin start leaves hunting his wife, Katie. He is so mad and
frustated to find her wife. Based on many clues and after visiting many places Kevin heads to Philadelphia.

When Alex is in his second weeks in Philadelphia, he stops in bar, restaurant and diner. The waitress, Tracy tells Kevin that Erin is working at a diner and called herself as Erica. She trusts to tell him because he is a detective. However Katie does not appear in the workplace that day and Kevin decides to go back to New York. Kevin misses his chance to meet his wife because Katie changes her shift into evening one at the restaurant.

In the morning when Kevin is sitting on the porch and drinking vodka, he sees a woman named Karen Feldman, she is child of his neighbors Larry and Gladys Feldman. That day is Gladys Feldman’s funeral and he does not care about it. However it comes into his mind about what Karen ever says that Erin is looked alike her sister named Katie who died six years ago. Kevin notices Erin uses Katie Feldman as her new identity. When his neighbors are going to the Gladys’ funeral, he takes this chance to breaks up into Feldman’s house and he finds files about Katie Feldman who lives in Southport, North Carolina, and he directly goes to Southport to find Erin who uses Katie Feldman’s identity.

While in another place Alex proposes Katie to be his wife, but Katie rejects and they end up in fight. However due to Jo’s suggestion, Katie asked for apologize. However at the same time, Kevin reached Southport and finally finds Katie being together with Alex at a carnival.
Kevin is jealous watching them. He drinks vodka and plans to burn Katie’s cottage, but fortunately Alex can stop it. Kevin and Alex are fighting. However in the end Kevin died because of drinking too much alcohol.

While Alex who gets into hospital because as that incident finally recovers, and when Kevin is fit enough Katie transfers him into Joyce’s house. The next day, the sheriff visits them at Joyce’s house to get their formal statements. Kevin tells the sheriff that the alcohol content in Kevin’s blood is so high, so that it is poisoned him. Katie, who goes back into her house, shocks to see Jo's house has never been lived in. Katie tries to makes sense of what she sees. She thinks that Jo is completely her imagination. She realizes that Jo has never been there at all. Katie reaches for the letter that is given by Alex. It is a letter from Alex’s late wife. The letter from Carly says that her friends called her Jo. Now she thinks that Carly looks a lot like Jo. Katie realizes that Jo has gone and that she will lose a friend who cares about her. Carly asks Katie to love Alex forever and taking care of her family.

3. Review of the Book

This chapter shows the strengths and the weaknesses of Safe Haven. The writer will describe the intrinsic elements of the story, such as characters, setting of place and symbol. Characters, according to Abrams (Nurgiyantoro, 1981:20), “are people who are raised in literary narrative or drama, which is interpreted by the reader who has certain moral qualities and tendencies as are reflected in the words and action.” Characters are the most important elements of every story. In
this story, there is one main character and three supporting characters. The main character is Erin or Katie, who suffers from her husband’s abusive behavior. The first supporting character is Erin’s husband named Kevin, a police detective who treats Katie abusively. The second supporting character is Alex, a widower with two kids. Alex is also a man whom Katie falls in love with. The third supporting character is Katie’s friendly neighbor named Jo. She comes to learn what Katie’s problem is and gives support to Alex and Katie’s relationship. In this book the characteristics of these four characters will be explained.

   Erin is an obedient wife. She works hard trying to be a better wife for her husband, but she is always hit by her husband without any reason or because of a simple problem. It can be seen in the following line:

   “I cooked for you and cleaned for you and none of it mattered! All you did was drink and hit me!” (Sparks, 2010:330), and

   “You wouldn’t let me drive or have any friends and you kept the money and made me beg you for it. I want to know why you thought you could do that to me. I was your wife and I loved you!” (Sparks, 2010:329)

   It is clearly seen that she is a good wife for her husband. She always does what her husband wants without a fight.

   Another characteristic of Erin is brave. She loves her husband, but her husband’s behavior put her in dangerous situation that makes her want to escape and find a safe place. It can be seen in this line, “I just wanted a place where I could start over.” (Sparks, 2010:12). It can clearly be seen that Erin chooses to run away from her abusive husband. She runs away without being afraid of the future risks that could be happen when Kevin knows about her action.
Erin is also a smart woman. She does not call the police to tell what her husband does because her husband is a policeman. It can be assumed that it is useless for her because the police officers may not believe her. Meanwhile, when she is running away, she uses a new identity. She changes her name, from Erin to Katie. She also changes her appearance, such as cutting her hair short and changing the colour her hair from blond to brown. She is also pretending to be a pregnant woman. This all is done in order to avoid his husband, Kevin. It can be seen in the following line:

“With the scissors, she began to chop at her hair. Four inches of blond hair fell onto the garbage bag. She seized another chunk, using her fingers to pull it tight, telling herself to measure, and snipped. She pulled out the hair dye from its hiding place behind the sink. Dark Brown. She threw on a hat and her jacket, along with a scarf and gloves. She rounded the duffel bag and stuffed it beneath her sweatshirt, kneading and working it until it was round. Until she look pregnant. She put on her long coat, one that was roomy enough to cover the bump.” (Sparks, 2010: 181)

The first supporting character is Kevin. He is an abusive husband and a drunker, a condition that makes Kevin’s mental is uncontroled. Kevin has a psychological illness since he likes to beat his wife and gets very angry but then suddenly changes his mood and says that he loves his wife and hates to hurt her wife. This fact can be seen through several lines of the novel:

“My only day off and you pick that day to get your damn hair done in the middle of the city! And then go grocery shopping!... . You’re so beautiful. You know I love you, right?” (Sparks, 2010:146-149), and

“Is it so hard? He reached out, he struck fast and hard, his fist a piston, firing at her lower back... . I’m sorry, he said. He swayed slightly... . I don’t like hitting you.” (Sparks, 2010:146-149)

Kevin is a smart person. He is a detective police, so he can notice something is going wrong or when he is eager to find something. It can be shown
from the way he thinks and acts to find his wife, Katie. This fact can be seen in the following line:

“She should have purchased her tickets from a woman, since Erin was pretty and men always remembered pretty women. Back at home, Kevin found a photograph of her on the computer and used Photoshop to change her hair from blond to brown and then shortened it. That’s her, the ticket seller confirmed.” (Sparks, 2010:200)

The second supporting character is Jo. She becomes Katie’s counselor. She also gives support to Katie’s relationship with Alex. It can be seen in this line:

“Every couple needs to argue now and then. Just to prove that the relationship is strong enough to survive it” (Sparks, 2010: 266), and

“I’m happy for you and Alex. And the kids. You’re good for them, you know.” (Sparks, 2010:252)

By the end of the story, Jo reveals that she is Katie’s imagination. Actually, this character is Carly, the spirit of Alex’s late wife, and only Katie that can see her figure as real. It is shown on the Carly’s letter, “My name, as you probably know, is Carly, but for most of my life, my friend called me Jo.” (Sparks, 2010:350)

The last supporting character is a widower named Alex. He is a man who treats Katie as a special person; he is a man who Katie is feeling comfortable to be with. She likes to share her story with him since he is also a good listener and she can finally trust him to tell him more about her past story. It can be seen in this line: “I want you to know that I value what we have right now, and more than anything, I want you to be comfortable. Whatever that means I’m sorry if you feel like I was putting you on the spot. That wasn’t what I was trying to do.” (Sparks,
He accepts her no matter what happens with her before. He wants Katie to trust him that he will always make her happy. It is shown in this line:

“It’s not perfect, but trusts me, I’m not perfect, either, so maybe it’s best if we take all of this one day at a time. And when you’re ready, if you’re ever ready I’ll be waiting. I love you Katie. You might not be ready to say those words now, and maybe you’ll never be able to say them, but that doesn’t change how I feel about you.” (Sparks, 2010:135)

Another characteristic of Alex is that he is a good father. After his wife died he has to take care of his kids by himself an Alex does good job in doing that. It can be seen in this line: “The truth is that I spend time with them because I enjoy it. I enjoy them. I like watching them grow up and I want to be a part of that.” (Sparks, 2010:94)

According to Abrams (Nurgiyantoro, 1981:175), “background or setting is the sense of place, time relations and social environment where the events narrated.” Samething happens in this novel where we can find many places, times relation and social environment which support many important events in this story, so that the story can be understood easily and setting can help in giving more detail for the story.

In this story, the setting of place is clearly identified. It is in the Southport where Katie moves in. The setting of place of this story is located in a peacefully small town at the mouth of the Cape Fear River, right where it met Intracoastal. It is a place with sidewalk and shade of trees around there. We can clearly imagine about the place and the situation in which it could lead the reader to get the real atmosphere of the story.
The second setting of place is the cottage where Katie leaves in. It is shown in this line: “It was one of two identical structures located at the end of gravel lane, former hunting cabins with wooden-plank walls, nestled against a grove of oak and pine trees at the edge of a forest that stretched to the coast.” (Sparks, 2010:6)

Another strength of the book is that it has an unpredictable ending. The reader may be surprised with the character of Jo. She is being Katie’s counselor. However Jo actually is the spirit of Carly, the late wife of Alex. Katie finally realizes that Jo is not real that she is just her imagination even she believes at first that Jo is real and she is not her illusion. This unpredictable part is revealed by the Carly’s letter also from the Jo’s statement to Katie: “For most of my life, my friends called me Jo.” (Sparks, 2010: 350)

Symbol is another important element of the story. Symbol is figure out the story that is not stated expertly. The symbol of this story is the cover of the book. There is a colourful flowers in the basket. The flowers describe that life as beauty as flowers but it has many colours that reflects life has many circumstances like happy, falling love, sad, heart broken, fear. As Katie’s story in this book with her complex problem.
The weakness in this novel is the story line between one event to another goes to slow and some parts are told repeatedly, it can be seen in the story where Katie always retelling about her abusive husband, so it makes the reader bored and they do not read the whole novel. The reader may skip some pages on the novel. The author should makes the story more concise without diminish the important point of this story.

4. Conclusion

Safe haven is one of novels written by Nicholas Sparks. He is a successful American author with great sense of writing that could bring some of his works to be adapted into movies including this novel. In this book there are many positive messages that can be taken to the reader, such as how not to give up and find a way in solving the problem in life.

The most interesting part of this story is the characters of this book; there are some life lessons and positive messages that can be seen in the main character and the people around the main character which is motivating to the reader. The unpredictable ending is being one of the strengths of the book that can make the readers surprised. Whereas there are some parts of the novel’s content that is boring and being the weakness of the novel.
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